**Tropical Air Plants**

These unique plants are found naturally in Central and South America.

Tillandsia grow without soil, and are found clinging to rocks and trees, but are not a parasite.

ALL TILLANDSIA BLOOM! They have bright, long-lasting flowers. Some plants will change colors completely and the blooming process may last 2 to 6 months. After the plants bloom, they produce offshoots called “pups”. Pups are completely independent plants. They can be removed from the parent plant when they reach half the size of the parent.

CARE: Tillandsias store moisture, air and nutrients thru the gray, fuzzy cells on the plants. Simply mist your plant daily, depending on location. Do not allow water to accumulate in base of plant. Give your plant plenty of light and air.

Have fun and enjoy your plant as it grows and multiplies!